
WURM, 12-06-2023 13:00 WURM (Library meeting room)

Present Bob, Aard, Paul, Wybren, Ilse (can only participate until 
13:45), Des, Mark, Marjolein

Des: CASA VLBI workshop last week, lots of discussions! PolConvert: 
get wrong order on output, ongoing. DataCite DOIs: w/ production 
credentials in same code get 404; contacted support. For PapersDB 
(ZsoltP): duplicate papers issue, filtered manually, they didn't 
finish the report, so now dupes are back; will really fix after 
AnnRep. S.Africa have dask+python cal system, need to look into 
that; there's proper demand for fringefit "stacking".

Ilse: CASA VLBI workshop, after prep and running, now winding up. 
EVN proposal submitted. EHT internal paper review done (2nd pass). 
Will travel to Lund (.SE) next week to replace Huib in EC mtng.

Mark: CASA VLBI workshop, manual payment monitoring is awful and 
comms re. reimburements towards lecturers should be improved. The 
absence of an overview "who is where" really is hurting work. CASA 
presentation in Bologna: it's obvious that work done @JIVE goes into 
science results! CASA VLBI mtng: fall mtng on CASA7/CNGI prototype 
devs included and we're invited (last week Oct). IVOA interop: RiG 
session focussed on single dish; new chair/vice chair of RiG: was 
asked if considering? (yes) so now vice chair!

Wybren: Terena Network Conference = interesting; will compile 
tripreport and distribute. More broken disks. "code.jive.eu" mails 
now work (should work). db0: can not import from MySQL v5->v10.4 in 
one go. Working on flask + nginx config.

Bob: clean up pySCHED manual install commit and OAuth2 branch in TOM 
and committed. Sent to ORP/LCO mailing list, got (positive) response 
and will try suggestion. ccsbeta: see Paul's contrib; need to ask 
operators to do test run.

Paul: workshop support: "evlbi.com" doesn't quite work. Newer O/Ss + 
ssh becoming more insteresting: STS12/24 firmware upgraded, ciphers 
accepted but keys not(?). Trantor2/HDDs: no progress. tapebuf0 disk 
broken, difficult to repair so turn off. Debian Bookwurm out, start 
upgradie VMs + servers; no point for Bullseye now. Will attend 
SURFnet networking day 20 Jun. Have own colour post-it!

Aard: tech support @workshop: few occasions user mounts local dir in 
docker w/ different UIDs: permission errors; fix build to 
automatically use current UID [Suggestion: can also document this]. 
Residual DM between sfxc/digifil: OmarOB finds wrong digifil used: 
two vsns in pipeline, use other vsn fixed diff. ftp fringe tests: 
"simplefit" clocksearch tool "does not work": BenitoM copied older 
vsn Sat night into new system so deps incompatible; fixed by copying 
newest vsn. Toy GPU correlator: VDIF input works, get floating point 
error + SIGSEGV. Preparatory work on SATOSA proxy. RADIOBLOX WP4 
"filter" specification: must fill desired specs, seems idea is to 
put many features into single kernel.


